room service and rosé
Gift Guide for Efficient
Travelers

Gift ideas for the traveler in your life
(or yourself!)

pack your bags
I am loving this rose gold carry-on suitcase from CALPAK. Not
only is it stylish, it is key in being an efficient traveler. It has great
pockets on the inside to help keep your organized. It will
maximize the space you have to pack and save you the cost of
checking a suitcase.
$135.00

Also from CALPAK are some incredible and cute packing
cubes. I have been using these recently myself and love
them. They compress your clothing to fit in your suitcase
and keep your organized. I like these because they also
have small pockets on the back of the cubes. Comes in
handy for dirty clothes, etc.
$48.00

Jewelry is something that is never easy to pack. Getting your
necklaces tangled up or losing an earring is a thing of the
past. This little jewelry organizer will keep your accessories
in order and is small enough to fit in your suitcase or even
your purse / backpack.
$10.99
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pack your bags
This is the most expensive item on the list, but something I
cannot travel without. I have been using this bag for four years as
my 'personal item' because it fits everything! I love that it can
hold all of my essentials and it rides smoothly on top of my carry
on suitcase.
$1,320.00

Pouches to keep your smaller items grouped together are a
huge help when you're on the go. These from Stoney Clover
Lane are well made and come in a large variety of shapes
and color. You can even customize them with patches. I
love these for my cables and skincare. You can use them for
whatever you want!
Starting at $46.00

Traveling can be stressful. It can also be a time to celebrate.
Let's be real, the cheap wine selections aren't always great.
Just because you're in the sky doesn't mean you should be
able to enjoy a great cocktail! These carry on cocktail kits
make an excellent and fun gift for the girl on the go. A
variety of flavors are offered. Give the gift of a great drink
this season.
$16.00
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pack your bags
Keeping your passport protected is something that is often
overlooked. Avoid getting your passport bent or wet while
keeping it in a cute yet efficient passport holder. I love this one
because not only is it stylish, it also has an inside pocket and
credit card holders so it can serve as a small wallet.
$45.00

Another high end yet amazing purchase is this crossbody
bag from Gucci. It is small yet large enough for your
iPhone, small wallet and sunnies. When you're out in a city
the worst is dealing with a big purse or backpack. I love this
bag because you can be hands free and the color matches
any outfit.
$980.00

I have mentioned this neck pillow before, but it is worth
mentioning again. This pillow from Manta Sleep lets you
comfortably have your neck to the side while you snooze
and the fabric is super soft. It is inflatable so it fits in your
bag easily, and you can customize how firm it gets. First
neck pillow I've found that I actually can sleep on.
$30.00
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cute & comfortable
Avoid freezing your entire flight with this warm and cloud soft
travel shawl by Barefoot Dreams. They make my favorite
blankets, never felt anything more soft! This shawl is like flying
with your favorite blanket.
$110.00

Whether you need to get some shut eye on a flight or can't
stand the glow from an alarm clock in a hotel room, a good
sleep mask is essential. I sleep with one every night, on the
road or not. I love this eye mask from Slip because it is silky
soft, doesn't tug on your skin and is gentle on your hair.
Highly recommend this!
$50.00

I am definitely the kind of traveler than leans more towards
being comfortable when I fly versus being dressed up. But
being comfy doesn't mean you can't be cute! I love to fly in
jumpsuits because it's almost like socially acceptable
pajamas. Pair this jersey jumpsuit with cute sneakers and a
jacket and you're good to go!
$70.00
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Tech & gadgets
Finding enough outlets in a hotel room can be tricky for all of
your devices. Plus having enough 'bricks' for your USB powered
devices is irritating. I love using a multi USB charger for
traveling. Saves space and keeps all of your devices charging in
one place.
$30.00

Universal travel adapters may not be the most exciting gift,
but they are needed for anyone going overseas. This
adapter is awesome because it is an all in one. It has the
correct plugs for every country, and even has a USB port to
charge your phone or other device.
$20.00

This is one of my favorite amazon finds in quite a long time.
This tripod is small and compact, can wrap around anything
you'd like and is wonderful for not just cameras but your
phone as well. It also comes with a bluetooth remote so you
can take great photos without someone nearby or the self
timer.
$18.00
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Tech & gadgets
These days more and more devices are eliminating headphone
jacks. I gave up after losing three adapters for my phone and
have moved on to wireless earbuds. These from Bose are sound
wonderful, are completely wireless and the case even holds an
extra charge.
$170.00

Nothing gets your laptop scratched up faster than going in
and out of bins at TSA. Amazon has a great selection of cute
hard cases for your laptop that will protect it from damage
while you travel. I love this marble one and so far it has
lasted me two years!
$15.00

New for the holiday season from DJI is this really, really cool
handheld camera on a gimbal. The Osmo Pocket lives up to
its name. This 4K camera fits in your pocket and allows you
to shoot steady amazing video. It has facial tracking so it can
follow a subject even if it is moving. I'd love to get my hands
on this!
$349.00
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pamper yourself
Under eye bags are bags that you can leave behind when you
leave home! Fight the appearance of jet lag with my favorite
under eye patches by Peter Thomas Roth. The cucumber detox
patches help with the appearance of puffiness and darkness. I
like to keep mine in the fridge. They feel so refreshing in the
morning!
$48.00 for 30 Treatments

Another great way to fight puffiness is using a facial roller
such as this Rose Quartz roller. I always keep this in my bag
on flights and it is a miracle worker. We all tend to get
puffy after a flight and this is a great way to fight that after
you land or during your flight.
$25.00

Keeping up with your skincare routine is essential for
traveling but can be a hassle to travel with everything you
need. A skincare line I love is Drunk Elephant. All clean and
organic ingredients, and you can get their entire line in
miniatures perfect for travel. I especially love their night
serum for exfoliation.
$90.00
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pamper yourself
Flights don't only dry out your skin, but your lips too. Keep them
hydrated with this lovely lip caramel by Fresh. I apply this
religiously to keep my lips soft and hydrated. It also has a light
caramel flavor that is noticeable but not perfumey.
Get this for your purse ASAP.
$23.00

There isn't anything too special about this curl stick other
than I've had it going on six years now and it is reliable. It
creates beautiful waves and most importantly, it is dual
voltage. Meaning when you take it overseas it won't blow
up or get too hot and burn your hair off. (Yes that can
happen)
$50.00

At home, I love my detangling hair brush from Wet. But I
have found the bristles can get messed up in my suitcase,
and sometimes I forget it at home. This mini brush from Wet
get the job done and folds in on itself, so the bristles are
protected. Another great addition or your purse.
$10.00
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